
Verification & 
Debunking

MOOC Week 3



Provenance: Are you looking at the original piece of 
content?

Source: who captured the content?

Date: when was the content captured?

Location: where was the content captured?

Principles of Social Media Verification

Credit : Claire Wardle, First Draft



Images & Video



Verifying Photos & Video
•Find the source and get them to send you the original 
from their phone/camera


•Reference locations against maps and existing images 
from the area


•Check:


–Clothes, buildings, language, license plates, 
vehicles, etc. 


•Examine weather reports, shadows to confirm 
conditions shown fit date and time



Reverse Image Search
Check history of photo with reverse image search: 
TinEye, Google Images

http://www.tineye.com/


Check exif info: regex.info/exif.cgi  

EXIF Reader

http://regex.info/exif.cgi










Install This!

InVID Browser Extension for Chrome









YouTube Tip
Copy the video’s ID:

Search Google or 
Twitter with it to see 
who is writing about 
it, or sharing it:

P.S. It works for Instagram too!



Analyzing Social 
Media Accounts



Analyzing a Social Media Account
•Always think about the network

–Friends, followers, conversations, retweets, 
reshares.

–What do they usually tweet/post about?

–Where do they say they are? 


•Check when account was created

–Be suspicious of newer accounts


•See if you can find other accounts online (FB/Twitter/
Insta/LinkedIn etc.) with the same name/username.

•Contact them!



Finding Their Other Accounts



Analyzing Facebook Accounts
https://inteltechniques.com/menu.html

https://inteltechniques.com/menu.html




Twitter Analysis
foller.me

http://foller.me


tweetbeaver.com

http://foller.me




Finding People



LinkedIn



Be Stealth About It





Investigating Websites



Finding A Website Owner











Fewer sites on the same IP = good clue



Google Analytics + AdSense

• Do a find on a webpage’s source code for “UA-” or 
“Pub-”


• Run that through SpyOnWeb.com to see if other 
websites are using the same Google Analytics code 
or Adsense code.


• Also works if you paste in the URL. (But be aware 
that sometimes these codes change, so better to 
find the current one.)

http://SpyOnWeb.com












Summary
•Use human sources, always contact people!


•Investigate the network, the history of a SM account.


•Click every link, Google every name.


•Anytime you hit a roadblock, find another way in. There 
is always a way, and treat everything like a clue.


•Tons of tools/tips: http://bit.ly/verificationtoolsandtips



Debunking Best 
Practices



Best Practices

• Debunk the idea, not the person.


• Tell a story and show your work.


• Choose the right sources.


• Be positive, reduce repetition.


• Don’t be coy – if it’s fake, say so clearly and repeatedly.


• Don’t debunk small stuff that hasn’t earned it. (You risk giving it more 
exposure.)


• Use the Wayback Machine or archive.is to archive the page, then link to 
that. (Don’t give them direct traffic or links.)

http://archive.is


Label Images





Tracking & Monitoring



Constantly monitoring and gathering 
data


